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ABSTRACT 
Fire hazard is one of serious threat for housing. Roof plays an important rule in the design of building from the view of fire 

protection. The excessive of heat transferred through the roof is one of the main causes of fire ignition. The selection of the most 

appropriate roof materials will be important to prevent fire ignition in residential area.This project was undertaken to develop a 

test method for the assessment of roof space toward fire. The results are indicative of the influence of space temperature on the 

roof, roof materials and fire ignition. The research objective is to study on the thermal of roof space toward the probability of fire 

ignition, based on the roof materials. The experiment consisted of measuring the temperature of roof space. Studied on the 

example of roof space in the dense residential area in the Cicadas village, Bandung city, Indonesia. The measurement 

demonstrated that zinc roof has higher space temperature than asbestos roof. The difference of average space temperature is 

0.04oC-0.06oC. Zinc roof  has longer time (3-4 hours) in period of space temperature increase than asbestos roof (2 hours). The 

second analysis, space temperature of midle position is higher than space temperature of edge position. Based on the roof    

materials, it can be concluded that space temperature of roof zinc roof has greater potential 
 to draw fire ignition than asbestos roof. In other hand, position of each section of roof space also play potential to draw fire 

ignition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Fire hazard has become a significant danger to the safety of lives and material losses, thus requiring 

attention to the preventive actions. Fires ignition always came from burned chamber which then spread to spaces 
that are around. 

The building will safe from fire when the elements related with planning and design has been taken into 
account from the beginning. The building designer can implement a good system of passive protection, correct 
and integrated as solutions to minimize the security when fire occured. 

The main elements of the concept of fire prevention in the protection systems-active and passive-are to 
determine when flashover occurred starting from ignition, growth, fully combustion and decay. 

Roof plays particularly an important rule in the design of building from the view of fire protection. In its 
planning and construction, technical aspects related fire protection must be taken into account. 

The excessive of heat transferred through the roof is one of the main causes of fire ignition. Therefore, the 
selection of the most appropriate roof materials will be important to prevent fire ignition in residential area. 
Once the roof has ignited, the fire commonly propagates into the interior of the building, resulting in substantial 
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damage to or total loss of the building. Even relatively small fires can lead to a fast, often explosive, fire 
outbreak for the a forementioned roof designs in just a few minutes which expand across the entire roof with fire 
spreading into the building interior. It is shown that the use of appropriate roof materials could afford significant 
improvement to prevent fire and as an indispensable component of total building design. 

 
Objective: 

This project was undertaken to develop a test method for the assessment of roof space toward fire. The 
results are indicative of the influence of space temperature on the roof, roof materials and fire ignition. The 
research objective is to study on the thermal of roof space toward the probability of fire ignition, based on the 
roof materials. 

 
Literature Review: 

The building roof serves as a cover for the whole room under its, toward negative effect of heat, rain, wind, 
fire and dust [1]. Based on field and its orientation, the roof of the building is the most exposed toward light and 
responsible toward the room comfort and also damaged that caused by the earthquake, hurricanes and fires [2]. 
Various forms of existing roof can be seen in Fig.1. Spread of the fire through the building roof with material 
(roof covering) that easy flammability effected the high flame propagation rate from the sparks of wind blown 
or air flow caused by the difference pressure and stack effect. Some of roof shape influenced by the covering 
material and the angle of the roof slope can be seen in Table 1. 

Fire is a chemical reaction between fuel and oxygen, which generally begins with ignition and the process 
of burning the heat arises, sound and light. Fire or flame will arise if three components presented together. They 
are fuel, oxidant and heat or heat to form the fire triangle [3]. The understanding of fire behavior in space has a 
strategic element, especially in the development of fire safety design for the system of fire protection [4]. The 
pattern of fire growth expressed in the variation of the temperature and time of fire course. It can be devided in 
the three distinct phases: growth phase (development  phase  from  ignition  to  flashover), fully-developed 
phase (or steady-state), and decay phase, can be shown in Fig. 2. During the growth phase, the temperature rises 
quickly as the fire grows as a function of the fuel characteristics with little influence from the compartment. In 
other hand, ignition occurred when there is sufficient heat which raises the temperature of the material to reach 
the point of reach flashover stage (full of fire). 

Flashover occurs when all combustible materials in the room suddenly ignite due to radiation from the hot 
gases in the room. It is often taken to be the point at which a specified temperature is reached 500°C-600°C [5]. 
In the fully-developed phase, as temperatures reach 1000°C or higher, the fire is controlled either by the surface 
area of combustible materials (fuel-controlled) or the availability of oxygen through openings (ventilation-
controlled, usually more severe), depending on the amount of combustible contents. Finally, the decay phase 
occurs as fuel is consumed and the heat release rate declines. Temperatures and heat flux during the  growth and 
decay phases are small compared to the fully-developed phase, and are not typically considered to cause 
structural damage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Various forms of existing roof. a). flat roof;  
b). dome roof; c). gable roof; d). pyramidal roof; e). vaulte roof; f). wedge roof. 
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Table 1: The relationship between roof covering materials and angle of the roof slope   
No Roof Covering Material Angle Of The Roof Slope   
1. Concrete 1⁰-2⁰ or >10⁰ 
2. Glass 10⁰-20⁰ 
3. Asbestos Cement 15⁰-25⁰ 
4. Zinc 20⁰-25⁰ 
5. Roof tile  23⁰-60⁰ 

 

 
Fig. 2: Fire phases (Walton and Thomas, 2002). 

 
Developed the equal area hypothesis to relate standard curve test results to real-life fire endurance [6]. The 

standard curve still has many well-documented short comings, including that it does not account for the eventual 
decay of a fire or the effects of fire load density (amount of combustible material per unit floor area); surface 
area and arrangement of the combustible contents; size of ventilation openings; room dimensions; or thermal 
properties of the walls, ceiling, and floors. Nevertheless, the standard curve continues to be widely used as the 
definition of a “standard fire” to which building elements are exposed to determine their fire resistance ratings 
because it is considered to be conservative, has a proven safety record, and is simple to apply [7]. 

The  growth  phase  has  primary  importance  for  obtaining  a realistic prediction. In  the most  cases, the 
fire growth has smouldering  period with  short  duration. It can be very fast, immediately after ignition, 
especially if meets compustible materials. 

 
Research Methods: 

The measurement on the experiment of the performance of roof space was conducted to validate the thermal 
of roof space. The experiment consisted of measuring the temperature of roof space. Studied on the example of 
roof space in the dense residential area in the Cicadas village, Bandung city, Indonesia, can be seen in Fig. 3. 

The experiment was conducted during one day in February 14, 2014; from early morning (08.00 AM) until 
evening (08.00 PM). The measurements were collected at 1 hour time intervals. The average of solar radiation 
during the experiment was 1214.8 W/m2. It is measured using Daystar Solar Meter DS-05A. 

Kanomax A041 placed in the roof space. It is used to monitor temperature development, can be seen in Fig. 
4. These can provide a good visual representation of heat from the roof space and can measure the temperature 
of the roof space. The main objective of this study is to determine the influence of roof materials on the fire 
ignition. The roof space considered sealed. The aim was to isolate the effect of roof materials. The roof 
materials selected were zinc and asbestos with roof angles 30o. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3: The research location. a). map of Indonesia [8]; b). map of Java Island showing Bandung city [9]; c). 

Cicadas village (location of study) [10]. 
      Source : http://www.google.co.id/maps. 
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Fig. 4: Measurement instruments and data collecting. a). Daystar Solar Meter DS-05A; b). Kanomax A041; c). 
measurement of roof space temperature. 

 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 
Table 2, show the measuremet of the average temperature of roof space based on midle-edge position and 

orientation of roofs. 
 

Table 2: Average temperatur roof space based on the position and roof materials 

Roof materials 
Average temperature (oC) West-East Orientation 
Edge position Midle Position 

Zinc 28.92 29.36 
Asbestos 28.88 29.32 

Roof materials 
Average temperature (oC) North-South Orientation 
Edge position Midle Position 

Zinc 29.18 30.05 
Asbestos 29.12 29.99 

 
Generally, the average temperature of asbestos roof is lower than zinc roof. The differents in every position 

is : 
• Edge position in west-east orientation is 0.04oC. 
• Midle position in west-east orientation is 0.06oC. 
• Edge position in north-south orientation is 0.06oC. 
• Midle position in north-south orientation is 0.06oC. 
Zinc roof has a tendency to increase the temperature of the roof space. This is because zinc is thinner and 

value of thermal conductivity is bigger (0.132 W/moC) compared to asbestos that thicker and value of thermal 
conductivity is lower (0:08 W/moC) [11]. It can be seen from the results of measurements where the space 
temperature of zinc roof is higher than space temperature of asbestos roof. 

Based on the study, also known that the orientation of the roof showed there is no difference in the profile 
of space temperature of the roof. But the position of measurement point, in the edge and in the middle create 
difference for the temperature profile of roof space. 

Therefore, the data analysis of will be divided into four based on measurement position as follow :
 

1.1. Analysis of  midle position in west-east orientation 
 

a 

b 

c 

c 
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Fig. 5: Temperature measurement of roof space, midle position, west-east orientation 

 
In the figure 5 can be seen the difference ofroof space temperaturebetween zinc roof and asbestos roof. In 

the measurement in midle position in west-east orientation shown that in the early measurement, profile of space 
temperature of asbestos roof is higher than zinc roof. Nevertheless, space temperature of both roofs still 
increased. However, at 10 AM space temperature of asbestos roof began to decrease. While the space 
temperature of zinc roof decreased at 12 AM. Both of the roofs reach the steady state at 11:30 AM (31.9oC). 
Zinc roof has longer time (4 hours) in period of space temperature increase than asbestos roof (2 hours). 

Furthermore, profile of space temperature of zinc roof is 0.6oC-2.2oC higher than space temperature of 
asbestos roof. The increase of space temperature of zinc roof caused by the characteristic of zinc which has a 
high thermal conductivity. 

Thus, zinc roof has a tendency to draw pilot fire ignition. Especially on the conditions in the early-
afternoon. Because, at the time the space temperature of zinc roof started to increase. 

 
1.2. Analysis of  edge position in west-east orientation: 
1.3.  

 
Fig. 6: Temperature measurement of roof space, edge position, west-east orientation 

 
Figure 6, show that in the early measurement, profile of space temperature of zinc roof is lower than space 

temperature of asbestos roof. Both of space temperature reach steady state at 11.30 AM (31.5oC). 
It is difference with the condition of temperature measurement of roof space in midle position in west-east 

orientation. In this section, space temperature of zinc roof is faster to decrease. At 11 AM space temperature of 
zinc roof has decreased but space temperature of asbestos roof still increased until 1 PM. Both roofs have same 
period in space temperature increase (2 hours). 

Nevertheles, the average of space temperature of zinc roof is higher 0.06oC than space temperature of 
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asbestos roof. In other hand, when compared with midle position, edge position has lower space temperature 
than midle position. It shown that the midle position is more potential to draw fire ignition. 

 
1.4. Analysis of  midle position in north-south orientation: 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Temperature measurement of roof space, midle position, north-south orientation 
 
Generally, the analysis of space temperature of roofs space in midle position in north-south orientation is 

almost same with the analysis of space temperature of roofs space in midle position in west-east orientation. 
From 8 AM-10 AM space temperature of zinc roof is lower than asbestos roof. The difference is 4.1oC-

4.8oC. The steady state occured in 10.45 AM (32,42oC), which is higher than steady state in two analysis before. 
The steady state occured faster than the steady state in the  analysis in  edge position in north-south orientation  
and analysis in  midle position in north-south orientation. 

The decrease temperature occured at 10 AM in the space temperature of asbestos roof. While on the zinc 
roof, 11 AM is the position of space temperature when started to increase. 

Started from 11 AM, space temperature of asbestos roof is lower 0.3oC-2.2oC than space temperature of 
zinc roof. In this section, zinc roof has longer time (3 hours) in period of space temperature increase than 
asbestos roof (2 hours). It mean, in this section has same conclution that zinc roof has greater potential to draw 
fire ignition than asbestos roof. 

 
1.5. Analysis of  edge position in north-south orientation: 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Temperature measurement of roof space, edge position, north-south orientation 
In figure 8, there is no much difference between space temperature of zinc roof and asbestos roof. The data 
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measurement shown that both roofs space have resemble space temperature. Both space temperature of roofs 
have fluxtuative condition where sometime space temperature of zinc roof is lower than asbestos roof or 
otherwise. 

Nevertheles, the average of space temperature of zinc roof is higher 0.06oC than space temperature of 
asbestos roof. It is same with the measurement in midle position in west-east orientation. It means zinc roof has 
tendency to draw fire ignition than asbestos roof. 

 
Conclusion: 

This project was undertaken to develop a test method for the assessment of roof space toward fire ignition. 
The results are indicative of the influence of roof space temperature and roof materials on the established fire 
ignition. 

The first analysis was done with the result that zinc as roof material has higher space temperature. It has 
tendency to accelerate fire ignition. While, asbestos is material that has space temperature lower. Asbestos has 
tendency to slow fire ignition. 

In oher hand, the second analysis was done with result that space temperature of midle position is higher 
than space temperature of edge position. This condition indicates that the middle position is more potentialto 
draw fire ignition or more prone to fire hazards if compared to other parts of the roof space. 

Then based on the first and second analysis we can conclude that beside factor of space temperature in the 
roof materials, position of each section of roof space also play potential to draw fire ignition. 
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